Orlando and Cocoa Beach the best of both worlds!
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When you are planning your Florida family vacation, you know Disney, SeaWorld and
Universal are on the agenda. However, did you remember to relax and unwind by adding
some beach time to your plan?

Orlando and all the attractions are definitely fun, but one would be hard pressed to call
Orlando a relaxing vacation. With over 30 million visitors a year, lines will be long,
restaurants crowded and other people’s kids will definitely be loud! This is no dig on
Orlando, you will have fun. The memories will be priceless and the kids will want to come
again.

Disney offers theme parks and attractions for all age groups. Animal Kingdom, Magic
Kingdom, Epcot, Blizzard Beach and Typhoon Lagoon can keep most tourists busy for a
whole week. Add to that list of “Disney Fun” Universal Studio’s, Islands of Adventure and
SeaWorld. You could spend 3 weeks or more taking in the all the sites Orlando and
Kissimmee attractions have to offer.

What is most important during your precious vacation experience? How about some time in
the sun to unwind and relax? Relaxation on vacation is often over looked and underrated, but
a little R & R can go along way to having more fun with the family and increasing those fond
vacation memories.

As Orlando’s closest beach, Cocoa Beach, Florida offers a chance to connect with nature and
just relax on miles of pure Florida sand. Ocean breezes and incredible sunrises will make for
incredible family photos and help you connect with the family in ways an “Orlando Only”
vacation cannot.

Only OrlandoHotelDealz.com offers Orlando and Cocoa Beach, Florida double destination
hotel package deals. With any package, you choose how many nights you want to stay on the
pristine sands of Cocoa Beach or Orlando area hotels. OrlandoHotelDealz.com vacation
packages also include your choice of discounted Orlando theme park tickets as well as
exclusive Cocoa Beach area fun things to do.

For the best deals on Orlando, Cocoa Beach or any double destination hotel packages call 1800-895-0013 or visit http://orlandohoteldealz.com/399-5-night-closest-beach-to-disneyworld-hotel-package-2-disney-tickets/

